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PLAY VIDEO

DAVID’S FOLLY?
Of Winston Churchill’s invention, i.e., the tank (derisively called Winston’s
Folly at the time) the following is written:
“… Any number of different experts and committees had rejected the idea. No one except Churchill thought it would
work. In a similar fashion, disbelievers often attempt to
thwart innovators in organizations. Innovators naturally seem
to first run into the scoffers, then the cynics, followed by the
critics, and finally the surprised.” Communicating For Man-

agerial Effectiveness, page 252, Phillip G. Clampitt.
So with our commitment to challenge Islam. Though we’ve certainly encountered the cynics, God’s challenge still stands – may the God who predicts the
future be the true God! Isn’t that fair? If Mohammed were a true prophet,
shouldn’t there be even one prophecy in the Koran? There’s none! Publicly
challenging Islam on this point will, I believe, convince millions (Moslem and
non-Moslem) as to the superiority of the Bible, the role of the Messiah as the
Lamb of God and the validity of the spirit of prophecy! Shot from the Mount
of Olives, this brief video explains why we traveled to Israel in December and
why we want so desperately to return. Can you help us?

O

ur campaign to reach
Moslems with The
(New, Illustrated) Great
Controversy is underway. In December it
took us to Israel to scout out an appropriate roof from which to film our message. Roof? Yes! According to the Israeli production crew with which we’re
doing business, mentioning Jesus at the
Dome of the Rock or the
Wailing Wall could
get us stoned. Solution: film from a
roof. (We found
the
perfect
roof on Day
4).

With Islam’s 3rd most holy site,
The Dome, as a backdrop, Moslems by
the millions will be glued to their
screens. How will they find us? We’ll
use posters that have already been approved by the NY Metropolitan Authority (the agency regulating subway,
train and bus advertising in New York
City). Those posters will reach NYC’s
5,000,000 daily subway riders and will
ask one question: So What Exactly Did
Prophet Mohammed Predict?
So powerful is this headline, we
believe, that wherever it is seen
(thanks to e-mail, telephone calls, text
messages and television transmitters)
it’ll reach Islam. Moslems and nonMoslems by the millions will click on
the website we’ve created for this
campaign:
www.askamoslem.com.

There they’ll see our sermon reiterating God’s challenge as found in Isaiah
41:23:

“Shew the things that are to
come hereafter, that we may
know that ye are gods.”
At the end of that video they’ll be
introduced to The (New, Illustrated)
Great Controversy. There’s just one
catch: with war between Israel and
Iran on the horizon, whatever we’re
doing must be done quickly. Notwithstanding the climate of uncertainty
hovering over the country, our minds
are made up. Just as soon as we get the
funding (God sparing our lives), we’re
going back to Jerusalem to film. All
we ask are your financial support and
prayers.

IRAN’S AHMADINEJAD
The face of Iran’s struggle
for nuclear arms.

Reaching Islam …
from Jerusalem’s Dome of the Rock

